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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Semantic conversion is based on the principle of identifying instances of a common concept in
different data representations: when this occurs, the different representations are equivalent and the
conversion of one into the other can be automated.
In the ST4RT convertor design semantic conversion is implemented through a process of “lifting” an
input representation, or “syntactic model”, to a semantic graph expressed in terms of a common
ontology of domain concepts and relationships, and then “lowering” the semantic graph to a different
but equivalent output “syntactic model”, as depicted in the following figure:

Figure 1 - Lifting / Lowering process in semantic conversion

This document contains an analysis of the FSM and TAP-TSI data specifications used in the scope
of the ST4RT project. The purpose of the analysis is the extraction of their “semantics” in order to
map it to the terms of the initial reference ontology developed in the IT2Rail project.
The resulting mapping, described in this document, forms the basis for two additional activities
conducted in the ST4RT project:
1. The creation of specific annotations to the FSM and TAP-TSI data specifications used in the
automated lifting and lowering process;
2. The extension of the initial reference ontology in those cases where new concepts and
relationships are required to support the use case.
These two activities are documented in their own deliverables:
1. D3.1 “Annotations for Mapping from Legacy Data Models to Ontology” and D3.3 “Mapping
between standard and reference ontology” describe the annotations metamodel, the lifting
and lowering workflow, and their usage in the ST4RT project use case.
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2. D3.2 “Extension to the S2R reference ontology” describes the additional terms added to the
reference ontology.
The actual implemented reusable annotations for the ST4RT converter are software artifacts (java
classes) packaged in Java Archive Files (JAR) and used as maven dependencies in the converter
source code.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviation

Description

FSM

Full Service Model

IT2RAIL ontology

Ontology produced by “Lighthouse” project of the Shift2Rail IP4
Innovation Program

OWL

Ontology Web Language, W3 standard for ontology axioms definition

RSP

Rail Service Provider

SPARQL

Simple Protocol And RDF Query Language

ST4RT

Semantic Transformations for Rail Transportation project

ST4RT ontology
TAP-TSI
WSDL

Ontology used in the ST4RT project for semantic conversion, as an
extension of the IT2Rail ontology with new concepts described in this
document
Telematic Applications for Passengers – Technical Specifications for
Interoperability, European Commission Regulation (EU) 454/2011
Web Service Definition Language

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
Description

FSM High-Level Business and Functional Requirements FSM Parts 1 and 2
FSM Detailed Functional Requirements FSM Part 2
FSM Reference Data Used in FSM Interfaces
Electronic seat/berth reservation and electronic production of travel documents – General
Regulations, UIC leaflet 918-0 2nd edition, December 2005
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Reservation Request / Reply is the only on-line transactional interaction between different
information systems in the TAP-TSI specification, which is otherwise concerned with the distribution
of data sets to remote systems in order to enable them to perform local operations without further
interactions with the originating system. In addition, the TAP-TSI specifications assume a single
mode of transport “Rail”, and more specifically “Train”, and do not consider reservations spanning
more than a single inventory allocation system.
As a consequence, the demonstration scenario for the ST4RT project development and technical
demonstrator consists in four different conversion cases dealing with a Booking/Reservation
transaction between a pair of FSM and a TAP-TSI capable systems only:
1. FSM PreBookrequest to TAP-TSI ReservationRequest
2. FSM PreBookResponse to TAP-TSI ReservationReply
3. TAP-TSI ReservationRequest to FSM PreBookRequest
4. TAP-TSI ReservationReply to FSM PreBookResponse
The rest of this document is therefore concerned with the subset of FSM and TAP-TSI specifications
involved in FSM booking and TAP-TSI reservations.

1.1 FSM AND TAP-TSI SCENARIO DIFFERENCES
In order to investigate the semantics of the data specifications it is important to point out the
significant conceptual differences that exist between the FSM and TAP-TSI business scenarios
illustrated by the following figure:

Figure 2 - FSM and TAP-TSI booking/reservation scenarios
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Examination of Figure 2 leads to the following considerations:
1. In the FSM scenario a CarrierOffer is a full description of the “item for sale” that a Customer
accepts to purchase at the given conditions (for example for refunds): it specifies which
Passengers will consume which Products on which Segments, and at what price. FSM
Products are generic, e.g. “Week-end getaway”, and are not necessarily inventory-controlled.
A booking is always created for a CarrierOffer, representing the commitment of the RSP to
provide the specified products to the passengers on the specified segments, and the
commitment of the Customer or an Agent operating in his/her behalf, to compensate the
provider. The booking request structure is the same for all CarrierOffers because the details
of what is being booked is in the CarrierOffer, not the booking request.
2. By contrast, different TAP-TSI data structures must be used for each different bookable item,
and there can be at most one such structure in a ReservationRequest. Unlike FSM Products
TAP-TSI bookable items are therefore restricted to those pre-defined in the TAP-TSI
specification, e.g. Berth, Seat, Meal, etc., and only one type can be booked at a time,
meaning that all Passenger types in the same request must be allocated a unit of the same
bookable item type. A Reservation Reply represents an Inventory Allocation and therefore it
cannot be used to describe a purchase except for inventory-controlled items.
3. In the TAP-TSI scenario Passenger type, Train, Origin and Destination are represented by
codes, whereas in the FSM scenario they are full descriptions of the corresponding entities.
For example, in a TAP-TSI Reservation Request “Passenger” indicates the number of
passengers of a given type, e.g. 1 Adult, 2 Children, etc., not the actual Passenger’s
information such as name, age, etc.
4. In the TAP-TSI scenario a Reservation Request / Reply establishes a financially relevant
relationship between Requesting and Sending Systems, and therefore between the
Companies that “own” these systems. By contrast, in the FSM Scenario the financially
relevant relationship is established by a separate payment and settlement process operating
on a Booking that has no equivalent in the TAP-TSI specification.

1.2 MIXED FSM / TAP-TSI SCENARIO RESTRICTIONS
These considerations further restrict the applicability of a mixed FSM / TAP-TSI scenario regardless
of how data structures are converted into one another, as follows:
1. An FSM Booking request cannot contain CarrierOffers supplied by different RSPs
2. An FSM CarrierOffer submitted through conversion to a TAP-TSI processor can include at
most one Product, and this Product must be an inventory-controlled TAP-TSI bookable item,
e.g. a Berth, Seat, etc. If more than one Passenger is in the CarrierOffer, then all Passengers
consume a unit of the same Product on the same Segment.
3. Passenger details, except passenger type such as “Adult”, are ignored by the TAP-TSI
processor.
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4. The CarrierOffer’s Price and Conditions is ignored by the TAP-TSI processor.
5. An implicit assumption must be accepted that a ReservationReply generated by a TAP-TSI
processor, i.e. an Inventory Allocation, is a sale recorded between the “owner” of the FSM
requesting system and the “owner” of the TAP-TSI processor. Payment from the Customer
must be handled by the owner of the FSM requesting system.

1.3 MIXED FSM / TAP-TSI SCENARIO CONCEPTUAL MAPPINGS
Within the restrictions described in the previous section, the following conceptual mappings can be
established between the FSM and TAP-TSI data structures:
1. An FSM PreBookRequest maps to/from a TAP-TSI ReservationRequest
2. An FSM PreBookResponse maps to/from a TAP-TSI ReservationReply
3. An FSM CarrierOffer’s Product maps to a TAP-TSI bookable item, e.g. a Berth, and is used
to generate the appropriate request in the ReservationRequest or allocation in the
ReservationReply
4. An FSM Itinerary Segment’s origin and destination StopPlace’s StopPlaceCode map to/from
TAP-TSI Origin and Destination StationCodeType
5. An FSM Segment’s Vehicle’s vehicleId maps to/from TAP-TSI Train number
6. An FSM Caller maps to/from TAP-TSI Requestor and Terminal Type identifying sending and
receiving system
7. The number of Passenger instances in an FSM request, assumed to be all Adults in the use
case, maps to/from the integer number of Adult passengers in the TAP-TSI messages
At this high level all the main elements described in figure 2 above for the FSM and TAP-TSI
scenarios are identified, indicating that, under the restrictions listed in the previous sections, it is
logically possible to operate a mixed FSM / TAP-TSI scenario.
However, in order to automate the conversion, it is necessary to identify in detail the common
reference ontology concepts of both data structures to be used in the lifting/lowering process: these
are described in the remainder of this document.

1.4 REFERENCE AND MASTER DATA
In the FSM Specification the term “Reference Data” is applied to the following elements1:


1

Master Data: non-transactional data. Master Data consist of rarely modified data, which are
shared by multiple or even all applications of an undertaking and its Distributors. Master data

FSM Reference Data Used in FSM Interfaces document
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constitute important properties of products, business relationships, etc. (like Exchange
flexibility level, card type, etc.).
Reference data. Data whose source lies beyond the boundaries of an enterprise. Opposite
to Master Data, most or all of the FSM members share them (like Currency; language,
country, etc.).

However, specific reference data values are not part of the specification. The “basic principle for
sharing Reference Data” as stated in the FSM specification states:
FSM players make available all FSM Reference Data using their own preferred coding for the
same data (RSP’s own coding or the one used in TAP-TSI RRD) and their own preferred
access mode (peer to peer or through TAP TSI RRD service).
In order to exercise semantic conversion across different systems of reference data encodings, and
in the absence of an available TAP TSI RRD service from which to import the specific TAP-TSI
reference data, in the ST4RT project’s use case auxiliary ontology web language (OWL) files are
used containing axioms that specify how TAP-TSI reference data, whose values are mandated by
the TAP-TSI specification, are related to equivalent encodings in an arbitrary FSM system of values
representing the use of the FSM specification by typical RSP, i.e. how the mandatory TAP-TSI data
reference values are related to a system of “RSP’s own coding”, as described above.
This is achieved by the use of auxiliary ontology web language (OWL) files:
1. Berth.owl describes the encoding of the TAP-TSI Berth types, service class and service
brand code lists.
2. Reservation_systems.owl describes the encoding of the TAP-TSI reservation systems and
companies (rail service providers) code lists.
3. Location.owl describes the encoding of the TAP-TSI primary location code list.
As an example, the following figure shows the definition of the FSM / TAP-TSI relationship of
reference data that describes the encoding of a four-bed compartment in the Berth.owl file:
:FourBedCompartment
:name "Four bed compartment" ;
:code [
a start:CodedValue;
start:hasCVValue "4_BED_COMP";
start:hasCodingSystem "FSM";
];
:code [
a start:CodedValue;
start:hasCVValue "R";
start:hasCodingSystem "918";
];
a :CodedSeat, owl:NamedIndividual .

Figure 3 - Four Bed Compartment reference data
FourBedCompartment is an individual of the class CodedSeat with an instance of the data property
“name” and two instances of the object property “code”. The range of the “code” object property is
the class CodedValue, which is the domain of data properties hasCVValue and hasCodingSystem.
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Processing of these owl statements in this case determine that if the value of the hasCVValue
property of an instance is “R”, and the instance’s hasCodingSystem property value is “918”, then the
instance is he FourBedCompartment individual, which is converted into the value 4_BED_COMP of
the hasCVVaue property of an equivalent instance, also representing the individual
FourBedCompartment, whose code’s hasCodingSystem property value is FSM.
The same principles and processing apply for all other code lists and are extensible to multiple
encoding systems. For example, an additional “code” property can be added to the
FourBedComparment individual in figure 3 for an RSP-specific, rather than the generic FSM
encoding, so that the R value of the TAP-TSI code list could be converted to the value required by
this specific RSP.

2. FSM PREBOOK REQUEST MAPPING
2.1 FSM PREBOOKREQUEST
The PreBookRequest in the ST4RT conversion use case is a message with the following structure:
<PreBookRequest>
<Caller AddresseeId="87" BusinessRoleIdType="DISTRIBUTOR">
<PreviousCaller AddresseeId="15" BusinessRoleIdType="XXXX-STATION_OFFICE"/>
</Caller>
<CarrierOfferContainer>
<Passenger DIST_ID="87" FirstName="PAUL" Gender="MALE" Name="DUPONT" RSP_ID="83" Id="12">
<PassengerTypeId>ADULT</PassengerTypeId>
</Passenger>
<Passenger DIST_ID="87" FirstName="ALBERT" Gender="MALE" Name="EINSTEIN" RSP_ID="83" Id="13">
<PassengerTypeId>ADULT</PassengerTypeId>
</Passenger>
<Itinerary DIST_ID="87" RSP_ID="83">
<ServiceTypeId>TRAIN</ServiceTypeId>
<Segment Id="xml_id_segment_01">
<ServiceModeId>NIGHT_TRAIN</ServiceModeId>
<Origin Name="ROMA_TERMINI" StopPlaceId="8308409">
<ScheduledStopPoint>
<EffectiveDeparture>2017-10-20T21:31:00</EffectiveDeparture>
</ScheduledStopPoint>
</Origin>
<Destination Name="PALERMO_CENTRALE" StopPlaceId="8312002">
<ScheduledStopPoint>
<ArrivalTime>2017-10-21T10:06:00</ArrivalTime>
</ScheduledStopPoint>
</Destination>
<Vehicle TypeId="TRAIN" VehicleId="1955"></Vehicle>
</Segment>
</Itinerary>
<CarrierOffer OfferCategoryId="ANCILLARY" RSP_ID = "1234">
<PassengerRefsList>12 13 14</PassengerRefsList>
<Product QualityOfServiceId="FIRST_CLASS" >
<ProductInformation>
<key>PRODUCT_TYPE</key>
<value LanguageId="EN"><text>BERTH</text></value>
</ProductInformation>
<ProductInformation>
<key>ACCOMMODATION_TYPE</key>
<value LanguageId="EN"><text>SINGLE</text></value>
</ProductInformation>
</Product>
<Fare FareTypeId="TOTAL">
<RSPPrice>
<Currency>
<CurrencyId>EUR</CurrencyId>
</Currency>
<Amount>
<FlatFeeAmount>7000</FlatFeeAmount>
</Amount>
</RSPPrice>
</Fare>
</CarrierOffer>
</CarrierOfferContainer>
</PreBookRequest>

Figure 4 - FSM PreBookRequest
IFC-WP4-D-TRI-010-03
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Unlike the FSM specification, in which booking is an operation explicitly described as such by the
web service description language (WSDL) of an exposed SOAP service, a receiving TAP-TSI
processor identifies the operation to be performed by the message that it is sent by the requestor.
We therefore
identify the
concept
of
Message
in the ontology,
and
of
ProvisionalBookingRequestMessage as a subclass of Message: the FSM PreBookMessage is
semantically equivalent to ProvisionalBookingRequestMessage
The PreBookRequest message contains a Caller and a CarrierOfferContainer, where the Caller
describes the originator of the message and the CarrierOfferContainer groups the business entities
on which the booking is requested by this originator.

2.2 CALLER
As shown in figure 2, the TAP-TSI ReservationRequest establishes an Inventory Allocation between
a Requesting and a Sending System. It is therefore necessary to identify the Sending System to the
TAP-TSI processor, i.e. the System originating the message. To this end we create the concept of
System in the ontology and map the FSM Caller to this entity.

2.3 CARRIEROFFERCONTAINER
The FSM CarrierOfferContainer is a three-way relationship between a Passengers, CarrierOffers
and Itineraries, and describes the object of the booking operation. It overlaps therefore the existing
IT2Rail concept of ItineraryOffer.

2.3.1 Passenger
The FSM PassengerData is a full description of the individual who will be consuming the CarrierOffer
and performing the travel on the Itinerary. It overlaps therefore the existing IT2Rail concept of
Passenger.

2.3.2 Itinerary
The FSM Itinerary lists one or more FSM Segments associated with the Passenger and CarrierOffer.
It overlaps therefore the existing IT2Rail concept of Itinerary, with the restriction that its constituents
are the IT2Rail Segment subclass of IT2Rail TravelEpisode.
In the ST4RT project’s use case a single Segment is present in the request, as required by the TAPTSI RequestReservation that can only specify a Train number running on a given date between a
pair of Origin and Destination. Both FSM Origin and Destination, i.e. FSM StopPlace, overlap the
existing IT2Rail concept of StopPlace.
The FSM Segment is operated by an FSM Vehicle, i.e. material actually running between the origin
and the destionation, which overlaps the existing IT2Rail concept of Equipment.

2.3.3 CarrierOffer
An FSM CarrierOffer is an atomic unit of booking that describes the Product requested by
Passengers on the specified Itinerary. Its definition overlaps the existing IT2Rail concept of
ItineraryOfferItem.

IFC-WP4-D-TRI-010-03
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Product and ProductInformation
As discussed in section 1.2, restrictions on the support of the TAP-TSI ReservationRequest require
that products booked by a TAP-TSI processor be mapped to a list of predefined “bookable items”
codes. While the FSM Product structure overlaps the semantics of the existing IT2Rail Product
concept, an additional concept ProductInformation must be added to the ontology to help generate
the appropriate TAP-TSI bookable item in the ReservationRequest.

Fare and Price
FSM Fare and Price structures of a CarrierOffer overlap the existing IT2Rail ontology
GlobalQuotation and Price concepts, respectively.

2.4 SUMMARY OF FSM PREBOOKREQUEST ONTOLOGY
CONCEPTS.
The following table summarizes the mapping between FSM and ST4RT ontology concepts for the
FSM PreBookRequest

Table 1 – FSM PreBookRequest to ST4RT Ontology mapping
Items in blue in the ST4RT Ontology Concepts column are extensions required to the IT2Rail
ontology.
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3. TAP-TSI RESERVATIONREQUEST MAPPING
3.1 TAP-TSI RESERVATIONREQUESTTYPE
The expected result of the conversion of the FSM PreBookRequest described in figure 4 is the
following structure:
<ReservationRequest>
<Requestor RequestingSystem="83" SendingSystem="87">
<Terminal Type="0">
<Number>15</Number>
</Terminal>
</Requestor>
<Dialogue ApplicationVersion="0" DialogueId="0" Test="true">
<RequestDate>2018-11-26+01:00</RequestDate>
</Dialogue>
<BerthRequest>
<RequestedTrain SequenceId="1">
<Train>1955</Train>
<DepartureDate>2017-10-20</DepartureDate>
<DepartureStation>
<Country>83</Country>
<LocalCode>8409</LocalCode>
</DepartureStation>
<ArrivalStation>
<Country>83</Country>
<LocalCode>12002</LocalCode>
</ArrivalStation>
</RequestedTrain>
<Passengers>2</Passengers>
<Berths Type="L">2</Berths>
<Class>1</Class>
</BerthRequest>
</ReservationRequest>

Figure 5 - TAP-TSI Reservation Request
The structure describes a message and maps directly to the new ST4RT ontology concept of
ProvisionalBookingRequestMessage as a subclass of Message.
The message contains a TAP-TSI Requestor and a Dialog, and a specific structure that describes
the “bookable” item for which a reservation is requested: for the ST4RT use case this is a
BerthRequest. As can be observed all data items in the ReservationRequest are present in the
incoming FSM PreBookRequest except for the Dialog, and the FSM PreBookRequest contains data
elements that are not needed in the ReservationRequest, e.g. Fare and Price.

3.2 REQUESTOR
The TAP-TSI Requestor maps the FSM PreBookRequest Caller: Caller is an instance of the ontology
class System, while Requestor is a subclass of the same System concept. The Requestor’s
SendingSystem property value corresponds to the Caller’s AddresseeId property value, while the
Requestor’s RequestingSystem’s property value, which identifies the system performing the
operation, is generated by the converter itself from the TAP-TSI processor’s configuration.
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3.2.1 Terminal
The TAP-TSI Terminal maps the Caller’s PreviousCaller element of the FSM PreBookRequest.
Since this element is of type Caller, it is also a System, and in particular a Terminal subclass of
System. The Terminal’s Type is set to any value, since it is ignored by the FSM processor, while its
Number property value is set to the Previous Caller’s AddresseeId property value.

3.3 DIALOG
There is no semantic equivalent of Dialog in the FSM PreBookRequest. Since the Dialog information
does not affect the logic of the reservation and is only used for logging purposes, the Dialog object
is generated from default values in the converter.

3.4 BERTHREQUEST
The actual content of the ReservationRequest depends on the requested “booking item” and is
limited to those supported by the TAP-TSI Specification. The semantic equivalent of a “booking item”
is the FSM Product in the Carrier Offer, and is therefore determined as the follows:
BerthRequest
subclass
/hasItineraryOfferItem/hasOfferedProduct/hasProductInformation/hasValue = ‘BERTH’

of

That is: an instance of a BerthRequest is created if there is a ItineraryOfferItem (equivalent to FSM
CarrierOffer) with a Product that has a ProductInformation whose hasValue property is ‘BERTH’.

3.4.1 RequestedTrain
The TAP-TSI RequestedTrain is obtained from the FSM PreBookRequest’s Itinerary information, as
follows:





The DepartureStation is the StopPlace of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s Origin.
The DepartureDate is the value of the EffectiveDeparture property of the FSM Itinerary’s
Segment’s Origin’s ScheduledStopPoint.
The ArrivalStation is the StopPlace of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s Destination.
The Train value is the value of the vehicleId property of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s Vehicle
(Equipment).

Departure and Arrival Station Country and LocalCode property values are obtained from the values
of the stopPlaceId property of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s Origin and Destination StopPlaces,
respectively, using the auxiliary Location.owl file for parsing the stopPlaceId values.

3.4.2 Passengers
The TAP-TSI ReservationRequest ignores Passengers details, and only accommodates a number
for a given classification, e.g. Adults. In the ST4RT use case passengers are assumed to be adults
and the Passenger value in the TAP-TSI ReservationRequest is therefore computed as the count of
Passenger instances in the FSM PreBookRequest’s CarrierOfferContainer.
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3.4.3 Berth
The TAP-TSI Berth is created whenever a BerthRequest is inferred from the FSM CarrierOffer’s
Product’s ProductInformation. Its number property value is the same as the Passenger’s value,
indicating that one is requested for each Passenger. The Berth’s Type property value is obtained by
inferring the TAP-TSI encoding, using the Berth.owl auxiliary file, of the value property of the
ProductInformation in the FSM PreBookRequest’s CarrierOffer’s Product whose key property has
the value ‘ACCOMMODATION_TYPE’.

3.4.4 Class
The value of the TAP-TSI Class property in the BerthRequest is obtained as the TAP-TSI encoding,
using the Berth.owl auxiliary file, of the FSM CarrierOffer’s Product’s QualityOfService property
value.
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4. FSM PREBOOKRESPONSE MAPPING
4.1 FSM PREBOOKRESPONSE
The PreBookResponse in the ST4RT conversion use case is a message with the following structure:
<PreBookResponse>
<Booking Id="ID1f1a249a-a173-4078-8e77-5637957c2ae8">
<BookingCommercialRef>836011050593</BookingCommercialRef>
<CarrierServiceItem Id="ID5fe89dd9-bcbd-466e-8b07-ad383e8076cc">
<PassengerRefsList> 55c543db8440 5c9238c7aaf1</PassengerRefsList>
<SegmentRefsList>ID4e75375f-344a-4934-925f-2c51e5da4ac1</SegmentRefsList>
<Product QualityOfServiceId="FIRST_CLASS" Id="ID632ce193-9cd5-4f8e-ba37-296ba53b3cc2">
<ProductInformation>
<key>ACCOMMODATION_TYPE</key>
<value LanguageId="EN">
<text>4_BED_COMP</text>
</value>
</ProductInformation>
<ProductInformation>
<key>PRODUCT_TYPE</key>
<value LanguageId="EN">
<text>BERTH</text>
</value>
</ProductInformation>
</Product>
<ProductOwner AddresseeId="83" Id="ID12c6a1f9-465c-4404-9bb6-5d03718c2e70">
<ContractualCarrier CarrierName="Trenitalia" Acronym="83"/>
</ProductOwner>
<PlaceReference Id="IDc0f14611-c7ef-4fb8-921c-c6747fd0f9cd">
<SegmentRef>ID4e75375f-344a-4934-925f-2c51e5da4ac1</SegmentRef>
<PassengerRef>55c543db8440</PassengerRef>
<CoachId>092</CoachId>
<PlaceId>024</PlaceId>
</PlaceReference>
<PlaceReference Id="IDde00b8bb-ab35-4dd3-a8ac-97a7f66951f8">
<SegmentRef>ID4e75375f-344a-4934-925f-2c51e5da4ac1</SegmentRef>
<PassengerRef>5c9238c7aaf1</PassengerRef>
<CoachId>092</CoachId>
<PlaceId>047</PlaceId>
</PlaceReference>
<Fare FareTypeId="RESERVATION_ONLY" Id="ID89e8509b-6556-4779-b4b9-9ddffbfe9269">
<RSPPrice Id="ID0d6d2cb0-0b58-42bb-b880-78373fb66333">
<Currency>
<CurrencyId>EUR</CurrencyId>
</Currency>
<Amount>
<FlatFeeAmount>3144</FlatFeeAmount>
</Amount>
</RSPPrice>
</Fare>
</CarrierServiceItem>
<Itinerary Id="ID0432289a-8207-4cb0-9190-7e35f9f91933">
<Segment Id="ID4e75375f-344a-4934-925f-2c51e5da4ac1">
<Origin StopPlaceId="8308409" Name="ROMA TERMINI" Id="IDf657e0fd-e6d8-4aba-8c24-cd7a748a7563">
<ScheduledStopPoint Id="ID768c6269-aab7-4ce1-8de2-b5e0336c58be">
<EffectiveDeparture>2017-10-20T08:00:00</EffectiveDeparture>
<GeoPoint Latitude="41.90055465698242" Longitude="12.501667022705078" Id="6044ebb8c679"/>
</ScheduledStopPoint>
</Origin>
<Destination StopPlaceId="8312002" Name="PALERMO CENTRALE" Id="IDcdd0b9ed-e286-411a-ae75-1345dd9b9247">
<ScheduledStopPoint Id="ID8b8a9006-9f75-4392-acc3-35cf7e375c45">
<ArrivalTime>2017-10-20T10:00:00</ArrivalTime>
<GeoPoint Latitude="38.10916519165039" Longitude="13.36722183227539" Id="f08749787cc4"/>
</ScheduledStopPoint>
</Destination>
<Vehicle VehicleId="1955" Id="ID91a04e22-0b63-4ca8-97d7-a055dd352673">
<ServiceBrandId>InterCityNotte_Italia</ServiceBrandId>
</Vehicle>
</Segment>
</Itinerary>
<Passenger Id="55c543db8440"/>
<Passenger Id="5c9238c7aaf1"/>
</Booking>
</PreBookResponse>

Figure 6 - FSM PreBookResponse
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As already stated when discussing the FSM PreBookingRequest case, we need to explicitly identify
messages in the ontology: the FSM PreBookResponse is therefore defined as semantically
equivalent to the ProvisionalBookingReplyMessage concept, a subclass of Message.
The PreBookResponse message contains a Booking, itself containing CarrierServiceItems, Itinerary
and Passengers.

4.2 BOOKING
The FSM Booking structure overlaps the IT2Rail ontology concept BookedItineraryOffer, i.e. an
ItineraryOffer that has been associated with a booking reference identifier indicating that a
commitment has been made by the RSP to provide the Products, on the Itinerary and to the
Passengers identified in the ItineraryOffer.

4.3 PASSENGER
The FSM Passenger is the same concept described in section 2.3.1.

4.4 ITINERARY
The FSM Itinerary is the same concept described in section 2.3.2.

4.5 CARRIERSERVICEITEM
The FSM CarrierServiceItem in the Booking of an FSM PreBookingResponse, like the CarrierOffer
in the CarrierOfferContainer of a FSM PreBookRequest, overlaps the IT2Rail ontology concept of
ItineraryOfferItem: it is a three-way relationship of Products, Passengers and Segments with a Fare
and Price.
The CarrierServiceItem in a Booking contains in fact the same information as a CarrierOffer in the
PreBookingRequest, given that a Booking operation cannot change any of its elements, i.e.
Passengers, Products, Segments, Fare and Price, except for the optional addition of ProductOwner
and PlaceReferences, i.e. the description of specific seats or berth numbers in specific coaches, to
the Product. These additions identify the specific units of the Products created by an inventory
allocation, if one is performed during booking, and of the business entity providing this units, i.e. the
Product Owner.
In the ST4RT use case a Booking is in fact associated with an Inventory Allocation, which as stated
in the introduction of this document, is the only transaction available in the TAP-TSI specification.

4.6 PRODUCT AND PRODUCTINFORMATION
The FSM Product and ProductInformation are the same concepts described for the FSM
PreBookRequest.

4.6.1 PlaceReference
The FSM PlaceReference identifies a specific place, e.g. a seat, berth, etc., associated with a
booked Product. To capture its semantics, we introduce the new ST4RT ontology concept of Facility
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of which Berth is a subclass.

4.7 PRODUCTOWNER
An FSM ProductOwner is the business entity that is responsible for the supply of Facilities associated
with a Product. In the ST4RT use case the Product Owner coincides with the Allocating System, i.e.
the TAP-TSI processor, returning the ReservationReply. The concept of ProductOwner is not
available in the IT2Rail ontology and is not required in the ST4RT ontology as in the TAP-TSI
specification the entities that participate in the exchange are Systems, not business entities.

4.8 SUMMARY OF FSM PREBOOKRESPONSE ONTOLOGY
CONCEPTS
The following table summarizes the mapping between FSM and ST4RT ontology concepts for the
FSM PreBookResponse:

Table 2 - FSM PreBookResponse to ST4RT ontology mapping

Items in blue in the ST4RT Ontology Concepts column are extensions required to the IT2Rail
ontology.
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5. TAP-TSI RESERVATIONREPLY MAPPING
5.1 TAP-TSI RESERVATIONREPLYTYPE
The expected result of the conversion of the FSM PreBookResponse depicted in figure 6 is the
following:
<ReservationReply>
<Dialogue ApplicationVersion="0" DialogueId="0" Test="true">
<RequestDate>2018-11-26+01:00</RequestDate>
</Dialogue>
<Allocation SequenceId="1">
<Reference AllocatingSystem="83" LocalReference="6011050593"/>
<BerthAllocation>
<AllocatedTrain>
<DepartureStationName>ROMA TERMINI</DepartureStationName>
<ArrivalStationName>PALERMO CENTRALE</ArrivalStationName>
<Train>1955</Train>
<DepartureDateTime>2017-10-20T08:00:00</DepartureDateTime>
<ArrivalDateTime>2017-10-20T10:00:00</ArrivalDateTime>
</AllocatedTrain>
<Passengers>2</Passengers>
<Class>1</Class>
<CoachNumber>092</CoachNumber>
<AllocatedPlaces>
<Place Place="047"/>
<Place Place="024"/>
</AllocatedPlaces>
<BookedOffer>
<Price>
<Amount>3144</Amount>
</Price>
</BookedOffer>
</BerthAllocation>
<Carrier>83</Carrier>
</Allocation>
</ReservationReply>

Figure 7 - TAP-TSI ReservationReply
The structure describes a message and maps directly to the new ST4RT ontology concept of
ProvisionalBookingReplyMessage as a subclass of Message.
The message contains a TAP-TSI Dialog, and an Allocation containing itself a specific structure that
describes the allocated “bookable” item for which a reservation was performed: for the ST4RT use
case this is a BerthAllocation. As can be observed all data items in the ReservationReply are present
in the incoming FSM PreBookResponse except for the Dialog, and the FSM PreBookResponse
contains data elements that are not needed in the ReservationReply, e.g. StopPlace’s stopPlaceIds
or geo-coordinates.
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5.2 DIALOG
The Dialog is mapped in the same way as described in section 3.3

5.3 ALLOCATION
The TAP-TSI Allocation structure is always created for a “positive reply”, i.e. a successful inventory
allocation, independently from any of the FSM PreBookResponse contents. In the ST4RT use case
it is assumed that an inventory allocation is always successfully generated, so that the Allocation
object in the ReservationReply can be generated explicitly by the convertor without recourse to
specific annotations.

5.3.1 Reference
The TAP-TSI Reference object in the ReservationReply contains the unique identifier of the inventory
allocation in the Inventory system that generates it, i.e. the localReference property, and the unique
identifier of this system, i.e. the AllocationSystem property.
The Reference’s localReference property value is obtained from the FSM PreBookResponse’s
Booking’s BookingCommercialRef property, while the AllocatingSystem property value, which is
specific to the TAP-TSI processor, is generated from the TAP-TSI’s processor configuration data.

5.3.2 BerthAllocation
The actual content of the ReservationReply’s Allocation depends on the specific allocated “booking
item” and is limited to those supported by the TAP-TSI Specification. The semantic equivalent of a
“booking item” is the FSM Product in the CarrierServiceItem and is therefore determined as the
follows:
BerthAllocation subclass of
/hasItineraryOfferItem/hasOfferedProduct/hasProductInformation/hasValue = ‘BERTH’
That is: an instance of a BerthAllocation is created if there is an ItineraryOfferItem (equivalent to
FSM CarrierServiceItem) with a Product that has a ProductInformation whose hasValue property is
‘BERTH’.

AllocatedTrain
The TAP-TSI AllocatedTrain is obtained from the FSM PreBookResponse’s Itinerary information,
as follows:





The DepartureStation is the StopPlace of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s Origin;
The DepartureDate is the value of the EffectiveDeparture property of the FSM Itinerary’s
Segment’s Origin’s ScheduledStopPoint;
The ArrivalStation is the StopPlace of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s Destination;
The ArrivalDate is the value of the ArrivalTime property of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s
Destination’s ScheduledStopPoint;
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The Train value is the value of the vehicleId property of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s
Vehicle (Equipment).

DepartureStationName and ArrivalStationName property values are obtained from the values of the
stopPlaceId property of the FSM Itinerary’s Segment’s Origin and Destination StopPlaces,
respectively, using the auxiliary Location.owl file for parsing the stopPlaceId values.

Passengers
The TAP-TSI ReservationReply ignores Passengers details, and only accommodates a number for
a given classification, e.g. Adults. In the ST4RT use case passengers are assumed to be adults and
the Passenger value in the TAP-TSI ReservationReply is therefore computed as the count of
Passenger instances in the FSM PreBookReply’s Booking structure.

Class
The value of the TAP-TSI Class property in the BerthAllocation is obtained as the TAP-TSI encoding,
using the Berth.owl auxiliary file, of the FSM CarrierServiceItem’s Product’s QualityOfService
property value.

CoachNumber
In the TAP-TSI specification it is assumed that all AllocatedPlaces, e.g. seats of berths, are in the
same coach. The value of the CoachNumber property in the BerthAllocation is obtained from the
FSM CarrierServiceItem’s Product’s PlaceReference CoachId property.

AllocatedPlaces
The TAP-TSI AllocatedPlaces Place values in the BerthAllocation are obtained from the FSM
CarrierServiceItem’s Product’s PlaceReference PlaceId property

BookedOffer and Price
The TAP-TSI BookedOffer in the BerthAllocation contains the currency amounts due for the allocated
inventory. It is semantic equivalent to the FSM Fare element and thus to the IT2Rail ontology
GlobalQuotation concept. The Price property value is obtained from the FSM CarrierServiceItem’s
Fare’s RSPPrice FlatFreeAmount property.

Carrier
The value of the TAP-TSI Carrier property in the BerthAllocation is obtained as the TAP-TSI
encoding, using the reservation_sistems.owl auxiliary file, of the FSM CarrierServiceItem’s
Product’s ProductOwner ContractualCarrier CarrierName property.
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6. CONCLUSION
The study of the semantics of FSM and TAP-TSI specifications involved in the ST4RT use case has
identified a certain number of data structures in either formats that are either equivalent
representations of common concepts, or that are representations of concepts that can be
constructed one from the other by means of purely logical inferences. These concepts have been
mapped to the IT2Rail ontology, or have been added to it to yield the ST4RT ontology.
As a result, the ST4RT project has indeed been able to perform conversions across formats of both
requests and replies through appropriate semantic annotations of the data structures with the terms
of the shared ST4RT ontology.
However, semantic analysis has also identified significant differences in the assumptions and
conceptual design of the interactions between “telematic applications for passengers” in the FSM
and the TAP-TSI scenarios: these differences do not depend on the data formats but, on the contrary,
they determine the observed hetereogenity in the data structures. Where the data format is tightly
dependent on the business scenario, the consequence is that standardization of the data format
actually becomes a standardization of business scenarios, which in fact limits the latitude of
businesses in meeting market demand.
In this study we have shown that a mixed FSM / TAP-TSI interaction for Booking/Inventory Allocation
interactions is indeed possible but restricts the business possibilities allowed by the FSM model to
what the TAP-TSI specification can support, as described in section 1.2 of this document. We have
shown, in particular, that semantic interoperability is indeed a powerful tool for enabling such
interactions by discovering and processing the semantics of data structures, but it cannot overcome
limits of data formats whose semantics is inherently weak.
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